The Law and Sexual Harassment in the Physiotherapy Work Environment in South Africa

ABSTRACT: This paper presents the legal framework within which sexual harassment of healthcare professionals, including physiotherapists, may be managed in their work environment in South Africa. According to both international and national legal principles, sexual harassment is considered a form of discrimination. There are various statutes in South Africa that may assist physiotherapists when they seek redress after being sexually harassed. These entail labour-related laws, laws aimed at removing all forms of discrimination, as well as the criminal and civil pathways of seeking justice.
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INTRODUCTION
Three international studies (published in five articles) were conducted exclusively on sexual harassment of physiotherapists (or physiotherapy students) by patients (deMayo 1997, McComas et al 1993 and 1995, O’Sullivan and Weerakoon 1999, Weerakoon and O’Sullivan 1998). Sexual harassment by other perpetrators were not examined. No studies have been published on sexual harassment of physiotherapists in South Africa.

Eighty-one percent (81%) of the respondents to the McComas et al (1993) survey; 48.6% of the respondents to the deMayo (1997) survey and 37.5% of the respondents to the Weerakoon and O’Sullivan (1998) survey had been sexually harassed. The three studies concluded that physiotherapists in Canada (McComas et al 1993 and 1995), America (deMayo 1997) and Australia (O’Sullivan and Weerakoon 1999, Weerakoon and O’Sullivan 1998) require more information on ethical matters concerning sexual issues in the physiotherapy profession, as well as on the legal principles underlying the management of sexual harassment in the physiotherapy work environment. This would not only be relevant to sexual harassment by patients, but also by other perpetrators, since empirical studies conducted on nurses and nursing students (Barnett 1996, Bronner et al 2003, Finnis and Robbins 1994, Hanrahan 1995, Libbus and Bowman 1994, Madison 1997), medical students (Koba 1995, Maida et al 2003, Margittai et al 1996, Moscarello et al 1996, Oancia et al 2000, Uhari et al 1994), medical practitioners (Cook et al 1995, McNamara et al 1995) have revealed that sexual harassment by colleagues and other healthcare professionals also occurs.

This paper therefore introduces the legal framework which serves as the basis on which sexual harassment should be handled in South Africa. The healthcare sector, and in specific the physiotherapy profession, must base any management of sexual harassment on sound legal principles.

AIM OF THIS PAPER
The core principles pertaining to the legal basis according to which sexual harassment should be managed in the work environment in South Africa (including the physiotherapy work environment) are discussed in the following paragraphs. Since these principles, as well as their practical application in the physiotherapy work environment are not well-known, educators have an important role to play in bringing this issue to the attention of both student and qualified physiotherapists.

LEGAL PRINCIPLES PERTAINING TO SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Sexual harassment is not only considered an infringement of the victim’s constitutional rights, but is also considered a form of gender discrimination and therefore equality discrimination, which is contrary to the principles of the Bill of Rights (The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 1996). Furthermore, both international and national law sees any form of discrimination, including that based on gender, as illegal.

1 International legal principles regarding sexual harassment
In 1995, South Africa ratified the United Nations Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) (n.d.). This means that the government must ensure that public authorities, institutions and individual persons do not discriminate against women. One of the forms of discrimination is gender-based violence.
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CEDAW defines this as ‘violence which is directed against a woman because she is a woman, or which affects women disproportionately; gender-based violence includes acts that inflict physical, mental, or sexual harm or suffering, threats of such acts, coercion, or other deprivations of liberty.’ This definition further includes, but is not limited to: ‘Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring within the general community, including rape, sexual abuse, sexual harassment and intimidation at work, in education institutions and elsewhere, trafficking in women and forced prostitution’ (Human Rights Watch 2001).

Sexual harassment is therefore clearly labelled a form of discrimination, both internationally, according to CEDAW (n.d.), the United States of America (USA) and England (Grogan 2001) as well as nationally, in South Africa. The South African perspectives on the legal principles pertaining to sexual harassment are included in the national legal principles.

2 National Legal principles regarding sexual harassment

Although the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Discrimination Act (2000) does not supply a legal definition of sexual harassment, it includes a legal definition of generalised discrimination: ‘...any act or omission, including a policy, law, rule, practice, condition or situation which directly or indirectly - (a) imposes burdens, obligations or disadvantages on; or (b) withholds benefits, opportunities or advantages from, any person on one or more of the prohibited grounds’.

The Employment Equity Act (1998) applies to all employers, regardless of whether they belong to the public or private sector: ‘...every employer must take steps to promote equal opportunity in the workplace by eliminating unfair discrimination in any employment policy or practice.’ Furthermore, this Act instructs employers to inform employees of the provisions of the Act, including the information that sexual harassment is a form of discrimination, and it prohibits any further discrimination against employees who exercise their rights according to this Act. Specifically relevant to sexual harassment, the Act instructs employers to consult with the necessary parties and to eliminate conduct of employees which is contrary to the Act. If the employer does not do this, then he / she also exercises a form of discrimination and becomes liable for the actions of the relevant employee (harasser) (International Labour Organization 2001, Seminars tackle sexual harassment in the workplace 1998).

3 The law and sexual harassment in the workplace

Any management of sexual harassment in the healthcare setting should adhere to the Labour Relations Act (1995) which serves as the basis for the Guidelines and Codes of Practice (1998) (summarized in Table 1) for management of sexual harassment in the general employment sector. Table 1 therefore represents the practical application of national legal principles pertaining to sexual harassment in the workplace. The most important aim of this code is the enhancement of ‘respect (of) one another’s integrity, dignity, privacy and the right of equity in the workplace.’

Employers should adopt disciplinary rules that establish the standard of conduct required of their employees (Labour Relations Act 1995). Employees should have neither any fear of reprisals should they lay a complaint, nor should they fear their complaints being ignored or trivialised. A non-employee may lodge a complaint of sexual harassment with the employer of the harasser if the offensive behaviour has taken place in the workplace or within the work environment (Guidelines and Codes of Practice 1998). Both employers and employees are responsible for discouraging sexual offensive behaviour in customers, job applicants and suppliers (Grogan 2001) although at present, it is illegal to take disciplinary steps (including in cases such as sexual harassment) against non-employees (Labour Relations Act 1995). This means that employers of physiotherapists, or physiotherapists themselves, are unable to take disciplinary action against patients, and must find an alternative way to handle sexual harassment by a patient. An interesting concept is that even a private practice, run by a single healthcare professional (such as a physiotherapist), should have a predetermined complaint procedure set in place. This is not only an ethical obligation, but would also prevent the employed healthcare worker (or even patient, if relevant) from having to go elsewhere to lay a complaint (Dental Protection Ltd 1998/99). The issue of sexual harassment, however, must be taken a step further, as the complainant, if an employee, has the right to a more formal procedure (Table 1) for the handling of a complaint. Codes of Good Practice (Code of Good Practice 2001) are not authoritative summaries of the law, and it is not a criminal offence to ignore them. However, when the courts / tribunals interpret or apply the relevant Acts during a hearing of a case, they must consider the Codes of Good Practice (Code of Good Practice 2001).

If a policy on sexual harassment is in place, it should therefore be made widely known to all employees and it should never exclude the possibility of the individual taking steps to pursue a criminal prosecution (Guidelines and Codes of Practice 1998, Robbins, Bender and Finnis 1997). Those who interfere with others wishing to make a complaint should also be disciplined (Guidelines and Codes of Practice 1998).

If the complainant of an allegation of sexual harassment in the workplace decides to choose the formal option of dealing with the complaint, the Labour Relations Act (1995) refers to the requirements surrounding the confidential formal disciplinary inquiry involving a complaint in the workplace (Labour Relations Act 1995), but it does not specifically describe how the investigation should proceed before this formal inquiry is held. However, the person who has been designated to investigate these complaints (Guidelines and Codes of Practice 1998), may follow the suggestions by Wagner (1992) and Lightle and Doucet (1992) on how to interview both the complainant and the alleged offender, as well as any prospective witnesses to the alleged incident. Following this initial investigation, a recommendation should be made to the employer or management of the organisation (Lightle and Doucet 1992). The recommendation is either that the investigation was inconclusive, that a written warning should be given to the offender (Lightle and Doucet 1992), or that a formal disciplinary inquiry should be held to determine whether the offender’s conduct warrants a dismissal (Labour Relations Act 1995).

Practical suggestions for this investiga-
# Guidelines for Management of Sexual Harassment in the Workplace

[Compiled for this paper from: Guidelines and Codes of Practice (1998)]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Details of procedure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Advice &amp; assistance for complainant</td>
<td>To approach designated person outside line management to hear advice</td>
<td>For confidential advice on how to manage situation</td>
<td>a) person employed for this function (amongst others) / trade union representative / co-employee / outside professional; b) person with appropriate skills / experience / training / adequate resources to aid complainant; c) this person may be required to have counselling &amp; labour relations skills / to provide confidential support &amp; advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Options for resolving situation</td>
<td>Employees informed of informal or formal options</td>
<td>No duress exerted on choice of option</td>
<td>a) Informal procedure for resolving problem; b) Formal procedure for resolving problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1. Informal procedure</td>
<td>Complainant to confront person with unwanted conduct</td>
<td>This might be sufficient for preventing further harassment</td>
<td>Complainant to explain to perpetrator: a) behaviour not welcome; b) behaviour offensive; c) behaviour makes him/her uncomfortable; d) behaviour interferes with his/her work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) If informal procedure is unsuccessful; b) If case is severe; c) If unwanted conduct continues</td>
<td>Then a formal, instead of an informal procedure, is another option</td>
<td>Formal procedure, instead of informal procedure to be used in severe cases: a) sexual assault; b) rape; c) a strip search; d) ‘quid pro quo’ harassment (victim has rights to pursue other legal action too, such as criminal action - refer to 2.3 in the table)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2. Formal procedure</td>
<td>To be voluntarily chosen by the complainant &amp; not to be forced by person to whom complaint is made</td>
<td>Method for carrying out formal procedure must be in place beforehand</td>
<td>Procedure must specify: a) with whom the grievance must be lodged; b) specify the time frames for allowing the grievance to be dealt with; c) provide that if the grievance is not resolved satisfactorily, there are further actions available (refer to CCMA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.1 Investigation and disciplinary action after formal procedure</td>
<td>To use guidelines found in Schedule 8. (of Act) (not included here)*</td>
<td>Aggrieved party: not to be disadvantaged; Other party, if innocent: not to be prejudiced</td>
<td>a) dismissable offence – serious misconduct / repeated incidents of sexual harassment / sexual harassment still occurring after warnings; b) handling of dismissable offences according to guidelines in Act (Schedule 8)(not included here); c) range of disciplinary actions to be made known beforehand; d) also a disciplinary offence to retaliate against employee lodging a complaint of sexual harassment in good faith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.2 Resolution of dispute</td>
<td>If no satisfactory resolution, then may refer to CCMA for free service</td>
<td>Referral for conciliation, mediation and arbitration</td>
<td>May refer to CCMA within 30 days of arising of dispute; CCMA to use prescribed methods of conciliation; If no CCMA conciliation, then may refer to Labour Court within 30 days of receipt of written notice from CCMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Criminal &amp; Civil Charges</td>
<td>Separate criminal &amp; civil charges may be laid</td>
<td>In severe cases and for other infringement of rights</td>
<td>Rights of victim to take any other legal action, such as approaching the police, or an attorney, are not limited by the application of the above code in the workplace</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The investigative process have been summarised in Table 2.

Once the investigative stage has been concluded and it has been decided that a formal disciplinary inquiry is to be held in the workplace, complete confidentiality or anonymity can no longer be guaranteed and the victim should be warned of this. However, the Guidelines and Codes of Practice (1998) and the Labour Relations Act (1995) state that the following information must still remain absolutely confidential:

1. Information which is legally privileged and which may not be made public according to a court order, or according to the law;
Table 2: Guidelines according to which complaints of sexual harassment in a private physiotherapy practice may be investigated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedures</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Additional precautions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interview with complainant</td>
<td>Questions: Must understand the complaint &amp; implications / when &amp; where did it occur / how long been going on / did the complainant indicate it was unwelcome &amp; what was the offender’s reaction to this / why time-lag before reporting / any witnesses &amp; discussed with them / corroborating evidence - notes, letters etcetera / who has been told &amp; relationship to complainant / offender’s words or actions / context (such as a joke) / clothes of each party / relationship before the time &amp; both parties’ perceptions of relationship / social contact beforehand - individually or as group / dating beforehand / how long known each other / has offender done this to you before or to anyone else / sexist atmosphere at work - such as explicit jokes / has superior reacted to this atmosphere / also complained in the past and reaction experienced / effect on job opportunities or promotion / personal choice of resolving issue / need more help to cope.</td>
<td>Conduct original interview on own with complainant as he / she already feels vulnerable / take notes; if a tape is used, inform the complainant and state that it is a more accurate reflection of what has been said than notes / remind complainant that interview or investigation does not preclude him / her taking other legal action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview of alleged offender</td>
<td>Questions: Do you know the reason for the interview / what is your version of the incident or story / what did each of you say / any touching of the victim, where &amp; how &amp; why &amp; his / her reaction / where &amp; when did it happen / what was each party wearing / any witnesses / which part of allegation is true &amp; which is false / who did you inform of this incident &amp; what is your relationship / does the work atmosphere encourage sexist behaviour, such as explicit jokes / did you try to alter this atmosphere / how did the complainant behave previously and has he / she changed his / her behaviour recently &amp; has this been seen by others / has he / she changed his / her behaviour towards these types of incidents &amp; how did he / she react before / how long have you known each other and type of previous relationship / did you have any say in promotion or opportunities &amp; if you did has complainant’s performance been measured objectively / what is the motivation for a false claim / do you have any suggestions for resolving the situation.</td>
<td>Conduct it with the utmost discretion to avoid legal suits of slander or unjustifiable libel of reputation / innocent until proven guilty / inform alleged offender of how the investigation will proceed further / warn that no retaliation may be directed towards complainant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview of witnesses</td>
<td>Questions (possible witnesses): seen or heard anything unusual / do all employees get along / is the atmosphere sexist, such as explicit jokes / Questions (definite witnesses): has complainant indicated before that behaviour was offensive / who has he / she had problem with / what kind of relationship did the two have - business, social, ever dated / how long have they known each other / has he / she told anyone of the incident / did superior know of problem and do anything about it / what did you see or hear / who have you told of this incident / your relationship with both parties &amp; superior.</td>
<td>1) Possible witnesses: Do not reveal names of complainant or alleged offender / pick words carefully to avoid possible slander / ask general questions only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect all documentation</td>
<td>All papers used as proof, such as offender’s objective evaluation of complainant's work performance / previous documents of disciplinary inquiries / Offender’s written offensive notes or letters or other material / All other written evidence.</td>
<td>2) Definite witnesses: warn not to discuss the matter further.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compile a report</td>
<td>Investigation inconclusive: 1) inform complainant - can he / she still work there (if not, arrange transfer) / remind him / her to report any future incidents / 2) inform alleged offender: offer advice on correct behaviour / remind that new incidents will be investigated with possibility of dismissal if found guilty. Investigation - guilty verdict: Make a recommendation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>Investigation - guilty verdict: Normally dismissable offence only if severe or recurring / give written warning / examine offender’s circumstances, such as length of employment, personal circumstances, previous disciplinary record, nature of job &amp; type of behaviour.</td>
<td>Discipline must be consistently the same for all employees &amp; consistent for same type of harassment (infringement).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table continued following page...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedures</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Additional precautions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disciplinary hearing: To determine whether dismissable offence</td>
<td>If disciplinary hearing to determine dismissable offence - trade union representative to be present, complainant &amp; alleged offender, management &amp; witnesses both parties' identities to remain confidential at formal disciplinary hearing inform offender that the CCMA may be approached if discipline involves dismissal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation - inconclusive or guilty verdict:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If work atmosphere was conducive to sexist behaviour, educate &amp; warn employees about expected behaviour (suggestion from this study)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour towards complainant if guilty verdict:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) What does he / she expect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Rectify any unfairly-denied promotion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Pay out any lost wages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Offer job back if he / she transferred out of organisation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) If a settlement is reached, have it in writing, but first have both parties' attorneys evaluate it</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


2. Where the divulging of confidential information may cause substantial harm to either the employee (alleged victim / perpetrator) or the employer;
3. Employee’s (alleged victim or offender) private personal information, unless the relevant employee consents to its disclosure (Labour Relations Act 1995).

If there is any dispute about which information may be disclosed at the hearing, then any party may refer the dispute (in writing) to the Commission of Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA), who will handle the matter further according to their guidelines. The procedure of this formal disciplinary inquiry must conform to the regulations laid down by the Labour Relations Act (1995).

Since the South African Society of Physiotherapy (SASP), the body officially recognised as being representative of the physiotherapy profession in South Africa (South African Society of Physiotherapy 2004), is not a legitimate registered trade union (Workinfo 2003) - unlike the South African Medical Association (SAMA) (South African Medical Association 2004) - it does not represent individual members in workplace grievances. This would include any formal disciplinary inquiry into sexual harassment in the workplace. Furthermore, if the disciplinary inquiry is unresolved and the matter is referred to the CCMA, the Labour Relations Act (1995) allows unions to represent their members at an initial hearing of a disputed complaint, but lawyers may not represent non-unionised workers (Kumalo 1998). Although other workers employed in the same organisation as physiotherapists may therefore be represented by their unions at various levels involving a sexual harassment complaint, the physiotherapist has no-one to represent him / her. After the Commissioner of the CCMA has made a ruling that the conciliation process was unsuccessful, lawyers may then represent their clients at the following stage of the procedure, namely at the meeting held for arbitration (Shiburi 2004). It is only at this stage that a lawyer may accompany the physiotherapist to the hearing. Although lawyers from the Legal Aid Board may represent workers who cannot afford to hire legal representation, they do not get involved in sexual harassment issues (Kumalo 1998). The insurance taken out by the SASP on behalf of its members, is for payment of malpractice suits and associated legal representation only (Prinsloo and Kahn 2002). The physiotherapist, therefore, who cannot afford to pay for legal representation has no official, such as a union representative, or a lawyer, to represent him / her in any sexual harassment issues.

As in any other employment sector, the fear of victimisation (by the relevant institution, employer(s) or other employees) in the physiotherapy work environment may result in under-reporting of sexual harassment by a colleague, another healthcare professional or an employer. Although the recently promulgated Protected Disclosures Act (2000) is mainly targeted at protecting whistle-blowers who are aware of criminal or other irregular conduct of other people in the workplace, it also specifically protects those who would like to report unfair discrimination, which, as discussed previously, may also include sexual harassment. Figure 1 represents a summary of the guidelines to handling a complaint of sexual harassment in the workplace.

4 Judicial court redress for victims of sexual harassment in South Africa

Although the Guidelines and Codes of practice (1998) sets out clear guidelines (Table 1) of how grievances, which would include those related to sexual harassment, must be handled within the workplace environment itself, the victim may also resort to other means of seeking legal redress outside the work environment.

Sexual violence, such as rape, attempted rape and assault, which are the extreme forms of sexual harassment, clearly resort under criminal law, irrespective of whether they are perpetrated by healthcare professionals or not. The legal process in the court itself might be particularly emotionally harrowing for the complainant (Kumalo 1998). In a criminal trial, the court must be satisfied that the defendant is guilty ‘beyond a reasonable doubt’, which sets a high standard for proof of guilt.
Since sexual harassment on its own is not regarded as a criminal offence, the complainant may resort to the civil court for redress, where a lower burden of proof is required. Only a balance of probabilities is necessary to prove guilt in this instance. The type of charges laid against the offender could include damages for a wrongful and intentional (Kumalo 1998), or a wrongful and negligent act, which breaches body / physical integrity, personal dignity or reputation. However, a civil suit is far more financially draining than a criminal procedure, where the state carries the financial burden.

In contrast to a criminal procedure, the company / employer as well as the sexual harasser may be sued in a civil suit. Vicarious liability is an important legal concept in that the employer becomes responsible for the actions of its / his / her employee. Therefore, if there is a suspicion that an employee may be harassing someone and the employer does not react to this, or no clear guidelines have been given to the employee on how he or she should behave appropriately in specific circumstances (Guidelines and Codes of Practice 1998), the employer may be sued in a civil suit.

The employer may also be sued on the basis of 'constructive dismissal' if he / she did not react appropriately to the complaints of sexual harassment and the employee was forced to resign (Grogan 2001). The definition of constructive dismissal is 'Because the employer has broken fundamental terms of the contract of employment, the employee has been forced to resign' (Plain English Campaign 2002).

Furthermore, where an employer has exercised discrimination, including that pertaining to sexual harassment, such as ignoring relevant complaints, turning a blind eye to an overtly hostile environment or not informing employees of the appropriate conduct that is expected of them (Employment Equity Act 1998, Guidelines and Codes of Practice 1998, Labour Relations Act 1995), the victim may approach an Equality Court for redress with a 'prima facie' case of employer discrimination. The employer then has the burden of proving that his / her actions (or omissions) have not been discriminatory once a complaint of discrimination has been lodged with him / her.

Financial assistance will be provided to the victims who lodge these complaints (Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Discrimination Act 2000). Any information on sexual harassment should therefore refer to the general rights of every South African citizen, including that of the physiotherapist, to human dignity, equality and freedom, freedom and security of the person, including the right to be free of violence and body, and psychological integrity, security and control over one’s body, and to an environment not harmful to one’s health (The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 1996). Physiotherapists require more knowledge on the legal issues pertaining to sexual harassment (deMayo 1997, McComas et al 1993 and 1995, O'Sullivan and Weerakoon 1999, Weerakoon and O’Sullivan 1998). In South Africa, the Constitution is the supreme law of the land, and all laws and conduct must be consistent with it (The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 1996). Although SAMA (South African Medical Association 2002) has compiled a document for its members reflecting these principles, the SAP has not compiled a similar document for physiotherapists.
Figure 2: Summary of legal protection for physiotherapist against sexual harassment by a colleague or a co-worker.
CONCLUSION

This paper on the legal framework pertaining to sexual harassment in the work environment in South Africa, which would include the physiotherapy work environment, supplies detailed information on how sexual harassment may be managed, even by individual private physiotherapy practices. Investigations into complaints of sexual harassment in the workplace are both time-consuming and a harrowing experience for all parties involved. It is therefore recommended that sexual harassment in the workplace should rather be avoided than investigated and handled.
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